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d brown
I hope this eleviates any concerns with regard to my impact on surrounding
dwellings.
I am aware of a noise issue I may cause using my chainsaw I feel by using my
saw for limited times of the year etc and between 10 am and 4 pm also at
times when occupants may be out at work working with them perhaps times when
is satisfactory to them.
I feel a tonnage of between 60/80 can be kept out of view at a low level as
viewed in my agricultural field a photo can be sent of this if you need.I
need to keep low level as I man handle most of the wood though at a later
date a tractor may be used to move dumpies.not all this timber will be on
view as most will be logged or bagged all at low levels.
All sawdust hopefully will be mulched into hedges etc for insects etc.
A fire for branches etc may be used when needed though not as a means of
burning sawdust as this only smokes.
A petrol log splitter will also be used but this is no louder than a
lawnmower so I feel I can use a bit longer than chainsaw with regards to
noise issues.
I propose now that access track now protrudes into field approximately 30ft
for loading and unloading during bad weather etc. This will be of same
material as access track.
I have been in touch with highways and they are willing to come on site and
show me how much of hedge etc needs removing or lowering.at time I am
waiting for a reply on this matter.
The timber in agriculture field will get moved as soon as weather permits
with accordance with demands.
As an ongoing project I am always looking for measures how I can lower my
invasion on people when in field I believe I have done this so far and see
no reason why it can't continue if I thoughtfully go about my work.
I enjoy the beauty of our parks this is why I have and enjoy this field i
have no desire to spoil any of this for any dwelling nearby.

If any more information is required i shall try and be of help..Mr. brown.
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